Summary
Web browsers and portable devices open up many new application deployment possibilities for future software development, but they also have limitations that need to be addressed early. In order to ascertain if existing open source and commercial technologies would be sufficient to address current and future Air Force needs, it was desirable to complete a survey on existing web based Graphics Engines and associated products. In the end, nine (9) 3D engines, five (5) 2D engines, one (1) geospatial engine, and two (2) data driven document engines (these use data to control the creation and control of dynamic and interactive documents) were identified which are fruitful for further investigation.
Introduction
Nearly all software created has some form of visualization. This may be as simple as a Graphical User Interface (GUI) composed of buttons and menus, or complex such as a 3D visualization of aircraft in flight over a geospatially correct representation of terrain. The visualization component of any software application requires additional effort to create, and is not often the primary focus or goal of the application. The more effort, time, and money spent on creating the visualization, the less is available to develop the actual desired functionality.
Interactive webpages are written using two languages, the HyperText Markup Language (HTML) and JavaScript. JavaScript should not be confused with the Java programming language as the only commonality they have is in name. This was done as a marketing campaign to get people interested in adopting JavaScript. WebGL is a JavaScript Application Programmer's Interface (API) for rendering interactive 3D and 2D graphics within any compatible web browser without the use of plugins. WebGL is structured so that the control code is written in JavaScript and the graphics code is written in OpenGL shaders and executed on the graphics card hardware. A shader is a computer program that calculates rendering effects on graphics hardware and is usually directly loaded on to the graphics hardware. WebGL is a royalty free cross platform API that works by creating a 3D drawing context within HTML using the OpenGL shading language and GLSL ES (OpenGL for Embedded Systems). GLSL ES is designed for embedded systems like smart phones, tablets, and PDAs. WebGL can be cleanly combined with other web content that is layered on top of, or underneath, the 3D content.
To rapidly create visualizations an entire graphics engine is needed, not just access to a WebGL API. A graphics engine provides capabilities such as 3D model loaders, manipulation and moving of the viewpoint in the scene, manipulation and moving of collections of graphic primitives (lines, triangles, etc…) in the scene, addition and removal of collections of graphic primitives to the scene, and many more capabilities. Without a graphics engine providing these capabilities the software developer must recreate those difficult to perfect capabilities with every new software development effort. Recreating these capabilities for every new software development effort is time and cost prohibitive. Identifying
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commercially available, open source, or GOTS, WebGL based graphics engines that provide all the required functionality would be very beneficial, as opposed to the other option, which is creating a new graphics engine from scratch. This work will greatly inform near-term future efforts on what decisions to make regarding a graphics engine and help steer the limited budget with respect to manpower onto the areas of opportunity with the greatest reward.
Methods, Assumptions, and Procedures
A search of the internet looking at web sites specializing in graphics, graphics engines, web browser applications, and games was conducted to identify potential graphics engines based on a variety of different factors. Many factors are taken into consideration when determining if a particular graphics engine should be considered for the next step of evaluation. Factors such as supporting hardware acceleration, having frequent and recent updates (an indicator that the product is being actively developed), thorough documentation, a plethora of examples and demonstrations, active discussion forums, advanced utilities such as camera controls, support for lights and materials, capabilities to load multiple file formats, support for custom code and shaders, the ability to collaborate with other engines such as physics engines, and more. The amount of detail for each engine identified is greatly varied based on the documentation which was readily available from each website and does not necessarily reflect the complete abilities of each engine. It can however be used as a relative measure of the maturity or intended audience for any particular graphics engine.
Graphics engines that exhibit many of these attributes should be considered for the next step of evaluation which would involve obtaining the graphics engine in question, installing, writing and implementing a variety of graphical tests, and evaluating the results.
Future evaluations should take into consideration the ease of all steps including obtaining and installing as both factors can be an issue that may impede work flow. However, emphasis should be put on the capabilities that each graphics engine provides.
Results and Discussion
The survey identified 52 graphics engines, 5 physics engines, and 6 DARPA XDATA related products. The following results are separated into several sections.
3D graphics engines. These are graphics engines that support 3D graphics and visualizations. Keep in mind that some 3D graphics engines have the potential to also do 2D graphics.
2D graphics engines. These are graphics engines that support 2D graphics and visualizations. Some of these graphics engines use WebGL for hardware acceleration for their 2D graphics.
Other graphics engines. These are graphics engines that provide graphics capabilities that are not easily defined as either 2D or 3D. For example, data driven document graphics engines.
3D physics engines.
This survey was not intended to identify 3D physics engines so the only ones mentioned are ones that turned up while surveying the 3D graphics engines. These are engines that provide physics simulations, math, and related functions. They are used in conjunction with a separate 3D graphics engine as an add-on capability. Physics engines do not provide any graphical drawing or rendering functionality on their own.
2D physics engines.
This survey was not intended to identify 2D physics engines so the only ones mentioned are ones that turned up while surveying the 2D graphics engines. These are engines that provide physics simulations, math, and related functions. They are used in conjunction with a separate 2D graphics engine as an add-on capability. Physics engines do not provide any graphical drawing or rendering functionality on their own.
DARPA XDATA Visualization related efforts and techniques. DARPA has an ongoing effort, XDATA, researching all aspects of extremely large data sets. One aspect of this research is the visualization of the data and results from large data analytics in a web-browser based environment. There were no specific graphics engines identified, but there were several techniques and applications that were worth mentioning.
The web addresses for each engine can be found in the Reference section of this document.
3D Graphics Engines
4.1.1. Babylon.js Babylon.js is a complete JavaScript framework and graphics engine for building 3D applications with HTML5 and WebGL. Babylon.js is a 3D engine based on WebGL and JavaScript. It has a complete scene graph with lights, cameras, materials, and meshes. It has a collision engine. It has a physics engine using Cannon.js. It features scene picking, antialiasing, animations, particle systems, sprites, and 2D layers. For optimization the engine supports utilizing frustum clipping, sub-mesh clipping, hardware scaling, selection octrees, offline mode (assets are saved locally to prevent reloading them), and incremental loading. It uses a standard material that is a per pixel material that supports diffuse lighting and texture, ambient lighting and texture, specular lighting, opacity texture, reflection texture (spheric, planar, cubic, and projection), mirror texture, emissive texture, specular texture, bump texture, custom materials, skybox, vertex color, four bones per vertex, and up to 4 lights (point, directional, spot, and hemispheric 
CloudMach
CloudMach is a HTML5 3D game engine. It works with WebGL for hardware acceleration. If a client does not support WebGL, CloudMach renders the 3D graphics in a cloud (server side rendering). CloudMach is a platform and hosting environment. Applications do not need their own servers or clusters. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was unclear.
CopperCube
CopperCube is a 3D authoring tool designed for non-programmers for creating 3D applications in a drag and drop fashion based on a behavior and action based logic system. It imports many 3D model formats. It has an integrated scripting api. It has a 3D authoring tool with deployment targets for Flash, WebGL, OpenGL ES, Windows, Mac, and Android. No programming is necessary to create 3D applications. It supports real time skeletal animation with no joint or weight limit and includes a simple animation editor. It features massive particle systems, billboards, skyboxes, 3D sounds, real lightmaps, real time normal maps, and adaptive precision to maintain high frames per second. To support user interfaces it has the ability to create 2D overlays which may contain buttons, text, and images. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was unclear.
CopperLicht
CopperLicht is a WebGL library and JavaScript 3D engine for creating 3D applications in the web browser. It uses the WebGL canvas supported by modern browsers and is able to render hardware accelerated 3D graphics without any plugins. It was originally intended to be used with CopperCube, but then changed to be its own product. It does 3D rendering based on a hierarchical scene graph. It supports many 3D model formats. It includes a full 3D world editor called CopperCube. It is optimized to render and animate huge 3D scenes. It supports skeletal animation and animated meshes with an unlimited number of joints and an unlimited number of weights. It compiles 3D meshes into binary files to reduce bandwidth and download quickly. It includes many pre-created materials and shaders. It implements fast pre-calculated lightmap support and dynamic light support. It supports particle systems, billboards, skyboxes, paths and splines, texture animation, and vertex color. It supports transparent objects with automatic item ordering to render correctly. It implements an animation and action system. It has an integrated 2D font and 2D primitive rendering system. It supports custom shaders and materials. It has a collision detection and response system. It supports picking and simple click detection. It has optimized, reusable 3D math classes all with collision test functionality. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on April 18, 2014.
CubicVR.js
CubicVR.js is a 3D graphics engine that uses only your web browser, Javascript and WebGL (OpenGL ES 2.0 based) to produce high quality 3D graphics in real-time. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on June 3, 2014.
Curve3D
Curve3D is a cross browser 3D engine written in JavaScript. It includes a high performance math library. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on June 18, 2010.
Delight
Delight is a 3D engine designed to develop applications that run on any web enabled device or platform. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was unclear. 
Goo Engine
The Goo engine is a 3D HTML5 and WebGL based graphics engine. It is modular so you may mix and match built in functionality to fit your needs. It is extensible so you may add your own functionality. It uses the entity-component-system philosophy which is a software pattern that encourages composition over inheritance. It consists of a Runner, which controls the application run loop, and a World which harbors all the Entities and provides a 3D coordinate system for them to exist in. An Entity is a basic object in the World which acts as a container and begins life as an empty container. An Entity can be given any set of functionality and features using 
Kuda
Kuda is a 3D JavaScript library and world editor that enables web developers to quickly build interactive 3D web solutions. It abstracts the complexity of 3D behaviors into easy to use building blocks for common functions, allowing developers to create compelling user experiences by setting up a complex sequence of events that respond to user input. It has a library of features such as advanced camera controls, transform manipulation, event sequencing, Heads Up Displays (HUDs), sprites, curve system, texture sets, doors, windows, pressure engine, and more. It has a browser based world editor which features a model browser, animation, camera viewpoints, particle effects, HUD, fog, messaging, and basic shapes. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on April 14, 2012. 
PhiloGL
PhiloGL is a 3D WebGL framework for visualization applications, creative coding, and application development. It is built on JavaScript. It provides a rich module system covering program and shader management, IO, XHR, JSONP, Web Worker management, effects and tweening (the automatic addition of interpolated frames between specified animation key frames), and more. It is Open Source Software, licensed under the MIT license. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on September 20, 2012.
PlayCanvas
PlayCanvas is a 3D application development platform that uses HTML5, JavaScript, and WebGL. It supports cloud based development so that you can edit applications collaboratively in real time with other developers on the web. It features a WebGL based 3D renderer, per pixel lighting, shadows, ambient lights, directional lights, point lights, spot lights, static and skinned meshes, post effects, audio, input, animation, skinned animation, entity system, and more. For physics it features rigid bodies, triggers, vehicles, joints, and more with full integration with the ammo.js physics engine. It does 3D positional audio via 1 XUL (XML User Interface Language) is Mozilla's XML-based language for building user interfaces of applications like Firefox. The term XUL is sometimes used to refer to the whole Mozilla platform (e.g. XUL applications are applications using XUL and other components of the platform).
the WebAudio API. 3D models of many formats may be dragged and dropped into the PlayCanvas Designer. It has a scripting system. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on July 11, 2014.
Pre3D
Pre3D is a 3D JavaScript rendering engine. It is a JavaScript library which projects a 3D scene into 2D and draws it into a canvas element. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on January 26, 2011.
SceneJS
SceneJS is an extensible 3D WebGL based engine for high detail 3D visualization using JavaScript. It is based on a scene graph optimized for rendering large numbers of individually pickable and articulated objects. It features a scene graph with transform hierarchies, multiple scenes, and has auto GL context recovery. It has physics with rigid body dynamics and multiple physics systems. It supports frustum culling, level of detail, instancing, vertex sharing, and texture atlases. It has object picking and 3D ray picking. It has unlimited lights with ambient, directional, and point. It has camera support including orthographic, perspective, frustum, orbiting, and pick-fly-orbit. For geometry it supports triangles, lines, points, plane, box, cylinder, sphere, torus, terrain, vector text, vertex coloring, and automatic normals. Its texture support includes color, alpha, specular, bump, glow, reflection, multi texturing, texture animation, video texture, UV layers, and a texture plug-in API. It supports custom fragment shaders, custom vertex shaders, and transparency sorting. It supports skyboxes, height maps, and canvas image capture. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on July 3, 2014.
SpiderGL
SpiderGL is a 3D JavaScript library for developing graphic applications for a web platform. It uses WebGL. It provides utilities, data structures, and algorithms to simplify WebGL development but still allows the integration of other WebGL code. SpiderGL provides typical structures and algorithms for real-time rendering to developers of 3D graphics web application, without forcing them to comply with some specific paradigm (i.e. it is not a scene graph), nor preventing low level access to the underlying WebGL graphics layer. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on June 4, 2013.
Three.js
Three.js is a 3D WebGL graphics engine. The goal is to take complicated WebGL bindings and tack on an easy to use framework on top. It is a lightweight cross browser JavaScript library and API used to create 3D applications on a web browser. It features renderers for Canvas, SVG, and WebGL. It has effects such as anaglyph, cross-eyed, and parallax barrier. Scenes can add and remove objects at run-time and do fog. Cameras are supported with perspective and orthographic views along with input from trackball, FPS, and path. Animation is included with armatures, forward kinematics, inverse kinematics, morph, and keyframe. Several light types are supported including ambient, direction, point and spot
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Turbulenz
Turbulenz is a 3D HTML5 Javascript graphics engine. It is a modular 3D and 2D framework for making HTML5 based applications for web browsers and mobile devices. It is designed for performance, modularity, and customizability. It supports shaders with a simple shader based immediate mode API. It has vertex buffers, index buffers and textures that can be created, updated and destroyed dynamically. Multiple streams of vertex buffers can be used at the same time. It has support for 1D, 2D, 3D and Cube textures. It has asynchronous resource loading: multiple resource files can be downloaded on the fly and JavaScript code will be notified when the resource is available for usage. It has multiple image file formats including DDS, JPG, PNG and TGA. It has occlusion queries. It provides video playback support including WebM, and MP4. It can render video as texture. It has an easy-to-use efficient physics simulation for 2D and 3D. It supports rigid bodies and collision objects including plane, box, sphere, capsule, cylinder, cone, triangle mesh, and convex hull. It supports constraints such as point to point, hinge, cone twist, 6DOF, and slider. It has ray and convex sweep queries which return closest point of impact and surface normal. It has contact callbacks for collisions. It does sound supported with an easy-to-use efficient wrapper for hardware audio which features web audio, <Audio> tag, and OpenAL. It supports 3D sound sources with position, direction, velocity, gain, pitch, and loop. It supports asynchronous sound files loading so that multiple resource files can be downloaded on the fly and JavaScript code will be notified when resource is available for usage. It can decompress audio dynamically. It supports multiple sound file formats including OGG, WAV, and MP3. It supports query for platform capabilities so that it will load the best audio format for the platform. It has effect and filter support for features such as reverb, echo, and low pass. For input it has access to many input types including keyboard, mouse, Xbox360 pad, joysticks, wheels, touch, and multi-touch. Its high level scene graph approach implements a flexible JSON file format that can describe either a whole scene or individual meshes. It has asynchronous loading of external references so that if a scene contains references to external meshes they are all loaded in parallel and attached to the main scene when ready. It has support for optimal reuse of same mesh on different locations. It has a pluggable renderer system so that links between geometries, effects and materials are resolved at runtime. It can do an easy swap of multiple rendering techniques for same assets. It supports geometry sharing so that geometry information can be 
Unity
Unity is a 3D graphics engine and ecosystem to create 3D applications. It is fully integrated with a complete set of intuitive tools and rapid workflows to create interactive 2D and 3D applications. Unity's deferred lighting rendering uses the light pre-pass technique for the highest lighting and shadow fidelity for your application. Unity comes with 100 shaders ranging from the simplest (Diffuse, Glossy, etc.) to the very advanced (Self Illuminated, Bumped, Specular, etc.). Unity's shader system makes extensive use of fallbacks. Unity also supports graphics card emulation to simplify testing. It supports bypassing the rendering pipeline, and creating custom specific effects, with direct access to the Graphics and GL classes in Unity. The Graphics class is the raw interface to the drawing functions in Unity. Use it as a shortcut into the optimized mesh drawing functionality of Unity. The GL class is the low-level graphics library in Unity. Use this class to manipulate active transformation matrices and issue rendering commands similar to OpenGL's immediate mode. Unity developed an exclusive pre-computed visibility solution. Unity's occlusion culling reduces the number of rendered objects. Unity's iterative lightmap baking gives you complete control of your lightmapping workflow. The integrated lightmapping tool, Beast, bakes lights into textures for better performance. It provides dual lightmapping which uses one lightmap for distant scenery, and a second lightmap for only bounce light. On objects in the foreground, Unity fades in realtime direct lighting on top of the bounce lightmapped geometry. You may enhance lightmapped scenes with baked global illumination, sky lights, and emissive materials. You may use light probes to bake lighting onto moving characters and other dynamic objects and save on performance costs. For your Web, desktop and console applications, create high-quality, real-time shadows for directional, spot and point lights. Objects can cast shadows onto each other and onto parts of themselves. It supports render to texture. It provides a particle system tool which is a curve and gradient-driven modular particle system tool. Unity 4 brings you world collision functionality, bent normals, automatic culling, and external forces. Application audio is powered by FMOD which is a programming library and toolkit for the creation and playback of interactive audio. Unity can automatically import materials created in a 3D modeling package and set them up as
Approved for Public Release; Distribution Unlimited. reusable assets. You can create your own materials in Unity, and choose from over 100 built-in shaders or write your own shader scripts. Unity features native support for procedural materials, powered by Allegorithmic's Substance technology. Procedural materials both reduce the size of your application and add impressive visual effects. It provides integrated 3D and 2D physics with soft bodies, rigid bodies, and a variety of joints. It has built in pathfinding with automatic navigation mesh (NavMesh) generation. NavMeshes describe the boundaries of any navigable space in your application and are used at runtime for path-finding. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on May 15, 2014.
Voxel.js
Voxel.js is a collection of projects that make it easy to create 3D voxel applications in the browser. It is modular and requires WebGL. It has modules for physics, user interface, and multi-user. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on March 15, 2014.
X3DOM
X3DOM is an open-source framework for 3D graphics on the Web. It can be freely used for non-commercial and commercial purposes, and is dual-licensed under MIT and GPL license. X3DOM tries to support the ongoing discussion in the Web3D and W3C communities about how an integration of HTML5 and declarative 3D content could look like, and it aims to fulfill the current HTML5 specification for declarative 3D content and allows including X3D elements as part of any HTML5 DOM tree. The goal here is to have a live X3D scene in your HTML DOM, which allows you to manipulate the 3D content by only adding, removing, or changing DOM elements. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on May 8, 2013.
2D Graphics Engines

CAAT (Canvas Advanced Animation Toolkit)
CAAT is a 2D director based scene graph renderer. It can render using Canvas, WebGL, and Cascaded Style Sheets (CSS). It is developed and maintained by the makers of CocoonJS. CAAT in essence is a multi-instance director-based Scene graph manager. It is multi-instance in the sense that you can set up an undefined number of directors for each web page. Each director is able to manage different Scenes with different timelines. The Scenes contain a graph of different Actor and Containers which conform the animation elements. It features seamless WebGL and CSS rendering engines. It has an unlimited number of Scenes per Director and a unlimited number of Actors and ActorContainers per Scene. It has hierarchically applied affine transformations (rotations, scales, and translations) and hierarchically applied alpha composition. It supports an unlimited number of timers per Scene. It has the ability to define complex paths for translations applied to Actors and ActorContainers. It has easing and interpolation functions for affine transformations and alpha transparency application. It has a homogeneous coordinate system, where each contained actor will receive correct input coordinates on its coordinate system regardless of its parents applied transformations. It has an abstracted input system, from mouse events to keyboard and accelerometer. It does resource management and preloading. Many types
of actors are supported, including sprites, shapes, text, path, and interpolator. It has an easily extendable framework and it performs properly in all major canvas enabled browsers. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on July 2, 2013.
CakeJS
CakeJS is a 2D JavaScript scene graph library for the HTML5 canvas tag. It is a dynamic and extensible JavaScript scene graph. It has animation timelines and tweening. It supports picking and mouse events. It has node primitives (ImageNode, Rectangle, Circle, and more). It works well in complex layouts. It supports textures, picking, and sound. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on Feb 9, 2012.
Canvas Engine
Canvas Game Engine is a 2D framework to do graphics in a HTML5 canvas. It supports sound, collisions, animation, and more. It supports scene structure for preloading, initialization, and rendering. It has preloading for images and sounds. 
Cocos2D-JS
Cocos2D-JS is a port of Cocos2D and it is a multi-platform framework for building 2D applications. It is well maintained with large community. It is an open source 2D application framework released under the MIT license. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on June 5, 2014.
Construct 2
Construct 2 is designed for rapidly creating 2D applications. It works at a very high level. You drag and drop objects into the scene and add behaviors to them. Construct 2 is an HTML5 application maker, meaning you are not actually writing JavaScript. Instead, you use actions, events and conditions to do the heavy lifting. It has a very active community with new releases weekly. The primary method of programming applications is through event sheets. Each sheet has a list of events which contain conditional statements or triggers. Once these conditions or triggers are met, actions or functions may be carried out. Events can be chained together using sub-events, allowing for complex behaviors. Events are created by selecting possible conditions and actions from an organized list. Behaviors work as preApproved for Public Release; Distribution Unlimited.
packaged functions that you can assign to objects and reuse whenever needed. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on April 24, 2014.
Crafty
Crafty is a 2D HTML5 JavaScript graphics engine from 2010. It supports collisions, sound, animations, and more. It uses an entity component system. It supports sprite maps. It uses an event system for custom event that can be triggered whenever on whatever. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on January 31, 2014.
EaselJS
EaselJS is a 2D graphics engine inspired by Flash. It provides an API that is familiar to Flash developers, but embraces JavaScript sensibilities. It provides a display list to allow you to work with display elements on a canvas as nested objects. It provides a simple framework for providing shape based mouse interactions on elements in the display list. It is a JavaScript library designed to provide straightforward solutions for working with rich graphics and interactivity with HTML5 canvas. It consists of a full, hierarchical display list, a core interaction model, and helper classes to make working with 2D graphics much easier. It features images, vector graphics, animated bitmaps, simple text instances, containers that hold other DisplayObjects, and control HTML DOM elements. All display objects can be added to the stage as children or drawn to a canvas directly. All display objects on stage (except DOM elements) will dispatch events when interacted with using a mouse or touch. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was during the month of January 2014.
Frozen.js
FrozenJS is an open source 2D HTML5 graphics engine providing ease of use and rapid deployment through tooling and modularity. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on September 14, 2013.
GameMaker
GameMaker is primarily for 2D graphics but allows the limited use of 3D graphics. It accommodates the creation of cross platform applications using a drag and drop interface, or a scripting language called Game Maker Language, which can be used to develop more advanced applications. It is intended to allow novice developers to create applications without have much programming knowledge. It is an older engine with roots back to 1999. In 2011 a HTML5 exporter was released so that applications developed can be exported to HTML5. It creates applications without having to write JavaScript. It has plugins and its own scripting language. It only supports the built-in "d3d" mesh format which is not compatible with other model formats. It supports fully integrated cross platform shaders, physics using the Box2D physics engine, audio, and networking. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on May 29, 2014.
GC Devkit
GC Devkit is a 2D JavaScript graphics engine aimed at mobile devices. It is production ready with many applications currently developed. It is compatible with many current web browser development tools. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on June 25, 2014.
ImpactJS
ImpactJS is a 2D JavaScript engine that allows you to develop 2D HTML5 applications. It is well used and well maintained with a large community. It is well documented. It includes a level editor and debug tools. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was unclear.
Isogenic Engine
Isogenic Engine is a 2D and isometric HTML5 graphics engine that supports real time multi user applications. It implements a scene graph based architecture. It is built in JavaScript. It provides many features such as particle emitters, tweening, cell based animation, and easily positioned text and fonts. It has a built in physics module that utilizes the Box2D physics engine. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was unclear.
LimeJS
LimeJS is a 2D HTML5 application framework for building fast, native-experience games for all modern touchscreens and desktop browsers. It has extra support for touchscreen devices. It is built with the Closure library, a JavaScript library built by Google. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on June 1, 2014.
lychee.js
lycheeJS is a 2D Javascript library for development of HTML5 Canvas, WebGL, or OpenGL ES based applications. It is an environment independent JavaScript application engine. It ships with its own web server called Sorbet. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on July 5, 2014.
melonJS
melonJS is a light weight 2D HTML5 engine. It features a 2D sprite based engine, standalone library, multiple audio channel support, basic physics and collision mechanisms, a basic set of object entities, basic vector math, tween effects, transition effects, object pooling, basic animation management, standard sprite sheet support, packed texture support, a state manager, system and bitmap fonts, mouse and touch screen support, mouse emulation on touch devices, built in support for CocoonJS, asynchronous messaging support, some basic GUI elements, and a customizable loader. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on July 13, 2014.
MoSynch Mobile
The MoSync Mobile SDK is a 2D complete, rich, cross platform mobile application development SDK. It supports mobile applications. It is integrated with the Eclipse development environment. The framework produces native mobile applications for multiple platforms using C/C++, JavaScript, and HTML5. The MoSync platform can access parts of the native UI system on Android and iOS devices, and Windows Phone devices. The MoSync
NativeUI API has widgets for embedding webpages and OpenGL ES views in applications and all the UI widgets are handled from the same code base on both Android and iOS. It is also possible to run emulators from other SDKs, such as Android and iOS emulators ensuring that elements native to each OS has the right look and feel in their respective environments. Last production release as of July 8, 2014 was on May 30, 2013. There is a newer beta release.
Phaser
Phaser is based on Flixel and it is an open source 2D HTML5 graphics engine. It is maintained by Photon Storm. Development can be done using TypeScript or JavaScript. Uses WebGL if device supports it, otherwise reverts to an HTML5 Canvas. It uses Pixi.js internally for rendering. Phaser uses both a Canvas and WebGL renderer internally and can automatically swap between them based on browser support. This allows for fast rendering across Desktop and Mobile. Phaser supports shaders when running under WebGL. Phaser uses and contributes towards the Pixi.js library for rendering. It has a pre-loader for assets such as images, sounds, sprite sheets, tilemaps, JSON data, XML, and JavaScript files. It has a full body physics system with constraints, springs, and polygon support. It supports animation for sprites. It has a built in particle system. It has a built in camera system. It supports inputs from mouse, touch screen, multi touch, keyboard, and has functions to allow custom coded gesture recognition. Phaser supports both Web Audio and legacy HTML Audio. It automatically handles mobile device locking, easy Audio Sprite creation, looping, streaming and volume. With just a couple of lines of code Phaser can load, render, and collide with a tilemap. It supports CSV and Tiled map data formats with multiple tile layers and has tile manipulation functions such as swap tiles, replace them, delete them, add them, and update the map in real time. Phaser has a built-in Scale Manager which allows you to scale your game to fit any size screen. Control aspect ratios, minimum and maximum scales and full-screen support. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on July 10, 2014.
Pixi.js
Pixi.js is a HTML5 2D rendering engine that uses WebGL for hardware acceleration for faster performance with standard canvas fallback if WebGL is not supported. It is built into Phaser. It works well with other engines that provide physics, sound, and other services. It supports multi touch. It uses a full scene graph approach. It features hardware acceleration using WebGL, a fast canvas renderer, a full scene graph, support for texture atlases, asset loader, sprite sheet loader, mouse and multi-touch interaction, text, bitmap font text, multi-line text, render texture, spine support, primitive drawing, masking, and filters. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on July 11, 2014.
Quintus
Quintus is a 2D HTML5 engine. It is modular and lightweight with a concise JavaScript friendly syntax. It provides plugins, events, and a selector syntax. It provides a flexible component model in addition to traditional inheritance to make it easier to reuse functionality. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on July 14, 2014.
Wade
Wade is a 2D graphics engine that targets all devices, phones, tablets, PCs, and consoles. It is a HTML5 framework with modular architecture. Last update as of July 8, 2014 was on July 1, 2014.
